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Like an expat: half-day "Volcanology" with a
volcanologist

Make the most of your stay in Yogyakarta to immerse yourself in the fascinating natural science of volcanology.

Indonesia is in fact a land of volcanoes, as its string of islands stretches across the famous subduction zone that is the Pacific 'ring of fire'.

Explore the outskirts of the Merapi volcano with a short walk around the village of Kinarejo (which was razed to the ground in the 2010 eruption) and visit
the Merapi Museum in Kaliurang.

Back in Yogyakarta, meet a leading expert on the Merapi volcano (one of the most active in the world) to find out more about volcanology, whose mission
is to prevent the risks associated with eruptions.

This special day will also give you a better understanding of why the locals call it the Mountain of Fire!

Day 1. Mountains of fire

  Fauna & Flora  Off the beaten track

Days: 1

Price: 75 EUR
International flight not
included

Comfort:     

Difficult:     

Yogyakarta 

Program

4pm: welcome at the hotel and transfer to the central observatory of the Merapi volcano.
4.30 - 6.30 pm: meeting with a volcanologist specialising in Merapi and tour of the site.
6.30pm - 7.45pm: meal in a typical Yogyakarta restaurant
8-9pm: return to the hotel

Possibility of full-day supervision (from 10am to 6pm), allowing you to discover the area around Mt. Mt
Merapi (short walk around the village of Kinarejo, which was razed to the ground by the eruption in 2010
eruption, a visit to the Merapi Museum in Kaliurang, etc.), before returning to Yogyakarta to meet the
volcanologist. volcanologist (dinner will be replaced by lunch).

 Lunch Included
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Itinerary map

Individual price per person

1-1 2-2 3-3 4-6 7-9 10-10

495 EUR 250 EUR 175 EUR 150 EUR 95 EUR 75 EUR

Included

English-speaking guide
Transfers in private air-conditioned vehicle
Lunch
Admission to sites & donations
Mineral water


